LIBERAL   REPUBLICANISM
suffers but from which they benefit, seeking as they do a moral
and material monopoly/'1 The State must therefore interfere
to restore the economic justice disturbed by the selfishness
of the middle class.2 It must do so partly by direct action—
progressive income-tax, limitation of inheritance, taking its
direct share of all profits, nationalizing banks and means of
communication, and establishing widespread insurances—
which programme, as set out in La Science de la Morale^ is
really that of 1848.
Are we to call Renouvier a Socialist ? He admitted that the
bare principles of morality forced on a philosopher a stand-
point that may be termed socialistic. " But," he goes on to say,
" it is essential that through the effects of collective action
each one should keep intact his own freedom, for the develop-
ment of that freedom is the essential aim of all co-operation.
Therefore having laid down Socialism as a principle, you must
deny it in practice, for the means used by Socialism are an
attack on the dignity of the individual." And he stated on
another occasion that Socialism was a perpetual hindrance
to social progress, many useful reforms being unacceptable to
public opinion because of their socialistic implications.3
It may be urged that his insistence on private property as
" an historic method of social progress, the efficiency of which
is proved by history and which therefore must be extended,"4
shows him not to be a Socialist. But limited private property
was accepted by most nineteenth-century French Socialists,
1	He had a particular objection to Renan's theory of progress through
selected elites.  "Tout le  bien a etc fait contre 1'oligarchie et les classes
d'elite; 1'aristocratie n'a jamais ete a la tete de la haute culture," and, he
adds, " il y a un fort besoin de Tavenement de nouvelles couches sociales "
(Science de la Morale, i., pp. 120, 131).
2	It is worth noting that he did not allow the horrors of the Commune to
distort his judgment on the bourgeoisie. He thought the Communards had
been dealt with savagely—"there was no real justice in 1871-1872"—and
remarked that the real criminals were those of 1851-1852, who had never
been brought to book. " All this is la raison d'etat, not justice " (Critique
philosophise, 1872, i., p. 178).
3	E.g. the proposal to tax out of existence inheritance by other than direct
natural heirs (Critique pkilosophique, 1879, "•» P-
4	Science de la Morale, ii., p. 27.
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